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ADDENDA
Abstract
Administrative legal terminology
in the vernacular Dacoromanian
of the Old Age (1601‐1780)
This paper is devoted to legal and administrative terminology
concerning the Dacoromanian dialects of the old age covered by the years
1601‐1780 and the reflexes of the contact between terms belonging to the
popular and the official terminology realized within the project ʺRendering
the valuable cultural identities in the global processesʺ, with the contract
identification number as POSDRU/89/1.5/S/59758.
This study has an interdisciplinary characteristic and it is relyed on
the relationship between the history of the Romanian language, the Roma‐
nian historical dialectology and terminology.
The objective of this work is considered as a presentation of the legal
and administrative terminology evolution of the Dacoromanian dialects in
the old age (1601‐1780) and the reflexes of the official legal and administra‐
tive terminology.
We aimed to observe the stages of the historical development,
semantics, specialized terms in legal and administrative official texts, and
also to establish as accurately is possible the date of the first attestations
concerning the specialized terms encountered in some private documents
whose scribes probably used a local speech, some dialect specific to each
Romanian province, providing information on the movement and
circulation of the term in that epoch, in different dialectal areas, or their re‐
gional / dialectal character, in order to mention how they require the
specialized terms and the legal and administrative terminology and which
is the reflection of the Dacoromanian dialects in its contact with the official
terminology.
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The methods through which we tried to establish some relations
between some current language states and some more ancient stages of an
evolutionary process, conceived as unitary, are those which connected the
dialectology with other disciplines, through monographic method or by
help of the linguistic geography, studying the spread, the forms’ evolution,
how they can illustrate, from the contemporary distribution, some regional
phenomen.
The basic method concerning the research of the legal and adminis‐
trative terminology from the old age is the monographic treatment of
terms, which joins other methods, also : the historical –comparative one,
the contrastive and that descriptive. The monographic method follows the
term’s recording, stating its meaning, its etymon, using some illustrative
quotations, but also the movement of the term along time or the very mo‐
ment of its going aut from the language, its semantic change, its movement
in space.
The discussion concerning the status concerning the common terms
or some specialized words takes into account their quality of origin:
common language terms (words taken from everyday language which have
gained specialized meanings with the development of the society) and the
inherited words, ancient loans from Slave, Hungarian , Greek, or recent
Turkish, Greek, Russian, German loans, or even Latin Romanic loans.
The spreading of the territorial terms follows their movement and
aims their movement within the Dacoromanian dialects, synchronic and
diachronic speaking, while establishing, where it is possible, their
membership to the archaic, passive or regional fund of the current Romani‐
an vocabulary. While we’re talking about their time viability, about terms’
productivity, about synonymic series and the semantic transfer.
The administrative and legal texts drafted in the first period used
series of terminologies, common or specific ones, very clearly defined. The
most important is that one which refers to the legal relationship existing
inside of the Romanian society during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Most lexical units belonging to official documents refer to courts
and their members, refer to the legal character, legal texts, documents,
penalties for failure to comply judgments, obligations towards the
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government, with special reference to the tribute and applied fines, to the
economic relations, with special reference to metrology and its practice in
the late Middle Age.
Within the descriptive method, used to describe the lexical material
founded on detalied observations, we followed: the mobility of the
denoting terms, their degree of specialization, how their specialization
occurs through loans or through syntagmatic terms with comments on
their current traffic.
Using the contrastive method we presented terms’ specificity,
common or specialized and we underlined their reflexes in the official
terminology.
Using the componential analysis method we developed the full
description of terms’ semantic structure.
This paper includes an inventory of legal terms concerning different
epochs, worked in a shape of a table, where we scored the first attestations
of terms’ situation regarding terms’ framing within the archaic, passive or
active fund of the current Romanian language.
The state of research in this field is poorly represented.
The innovative nature of this work consists in analyzing the legal and
administrative terminology concerning all Dacoromanian dialects during
the old age, emphasizing the reflexes it has in the official terminology
concerning: official documents, codes, documents, stationery, flyers, royal
charters, canonical types of codes of laws, etc.
The aim was to provide, for the research in the field of the historical
dialectology, generally speaking, some research concerning the old Roma‐
nian language and that one of the terminology being at its very the
beginning (when the phenomenon of specialization of certain terms in
different fields occured), being, in a special way, a device which provided,
for the scholars in the above mentioned fields, some amendments
concerning issues that were not so far sufficiently investigated.
Our survey represents a very important source in the process of an
elaborated, ample work, devoted to the Romanian terminologies within the
old age.
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This is the first book exclusively devoted to this topic.
It is necessary to be specified from the beginning that we were not
concerned with the analysis of the legal and administrative style of the old
age, as it was revealed by the important work of the epoch, but we were
concerned only by the terminology, specially in the case of that legal and
administrative one, from its very beginning, and also by the specialized
terms’ evolution.
The terms were monographically investigated, depending on the
nature of the text in which they appear, following the etymon, the
circulation of Dacoromanian dialects, the productivity, the sustainability,
about some synonymic series and their ability to be transferred to a seman‐
tic level, the loss of the original meaning, the loan of a new meaning, their
manifestation as specialized syntagms or like polysemantical terms, the
variation from one context to another, from one epoch to another.
We followed both the words’ migration in the common language, by
the help of the acquisition of scientifical connotations in the legal and ad‐
ministrative language, and also the entry of the specialized terms inside of
the common language, through the increased possibilities of the terms’ use.
This phenomenon involves the inevitable inaccuracies, simplifications,
widthtening of sense, and, very most often, the mutual influence between
the two areas being able to carry through metaphorical extension.
It is visible the coexistence of old terms, belonging to the traditional
legal and administrative terminology, linked to the old age’s social realities
and linked also to neologisms. The research was founded on the terms’
analysis being in opposition, on the common vocabulary / specialized
vocabulary, without neglecting the importance of the terms’ provenance:
those ones used in the current language, which took the specialized
meanings, the inherited words, inherited old loans from Slavic, Hungarian,
Greek, or Turkish, Russian, German recent loans, or Latin Romanic loans.
Our work was divided into theoretical chapters, refering to the
Dacoromanian dialects seen from the perspective of the Romanian
language’s historical evolution, according to the historical, social and eco‐
nomic situation inside of the Romanian provinces between 1601‐1780 and
the administrative‐territorial organization of the Romanian Countries
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(Wallachia and Moldavia) in the late Middle Ages, also refering to the tax
organization and some chapters concerning the legal and administrative
terminology presented in monographs refering to terms able to designate
the tribute and units of measure in the Dacoromanian dialects during of the
old epoch.
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